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Elections
Almost
Called Off
by Paul Jones
The election of SAC Executive
suffered the threat of annullment
for a number of days last week.
Tuesday, Dean's Advisory Council
ruled that appeals lodged following
the balloting of Feb. 23 were not
sufficient for annullment.
The saga began with an appeal to
SAC signed by Paul Putman, Mike
Mirsky, Phil Poole, Rick Vassair
and Cliff Levy on Feb. 24. The
appeal was based on a number of
"irregularities" which the
signatores wished SAC to rule on.
Specifically: 1. that two can-
didates, Peter Catton and Doug
Best, had posted more than the
allowed number of posters. 2. that
Dave Schultz, Chief Electoral
Officer, was not impartial (it was
stated that Schultz had told a
number of people that he made
posters forBest) 3. that Schultz did
not follow the proceedures he
devised for the election, 4. that a
number of ballots were missing 5.
that candidates were not allowed
to be interviewed on Radio
Lutheran because Catton refused
6. that Schultz overrode a decision
by the candidates to disqualify
Catton and Best over the poster
question7. that for the first part of
thevoting, the ballot box was not in
public view.
According to SAC Bylaw, these
allegations were brought before an
open meeting of SAC Tuesday
morning. It was apparent from the
beginning of the meeting that SAC
wouldhave difficulty ruling on the
appeal due to the vested interests
and biases of many of the council
members. To get around this
problem, a motion was passed
which would put the matter into
the hands of DAC.
A number of council members
felt that this action was premature
and council agreed to hear the
arguments for the appeal and thea
decide on their course of action.
The best summary of council
debate is found in the statement "if
the elections were run according to
the Bylaws of SAC, regardless of
the question of whether they were
fair or unfair, the election should
stand." A number of council
members raised the issue of the
overriding consideration of
"fairness" but most of the
discussion centered on strict in-
terpretation of the Bylaws.
The only common agreement of
the clearly polarized meeting was
that the Bylaws should be
overhauled. The standing Bylaws
give to the CEO power to make his
own individual judgement on most
questions of irregularity.
Phil Poole, before council to
present the arguments for the
appeal, stressed that annullment
was a secondary considerationand
that he was "most concerned that
all future SAC elections avoid the
problems of this one."
Al Aueback, faculty rep on
council, suggested that problems
of impartiality could be partly
solved by an arrangement which
would have a U of W student run
our elections and a WLU student do
the same at U of W. These types of
arrangements will be looked into
by next year's council.
After approximately 1 and Vfe
hours debate, it became clear to all
those present that the original
decision to refer to DAC should be
adhered to. DAC met for 2 hours
late Tuesday afternoon and in-
terviewed everyone connected or
implicated in the appeal.
DAC also recommended that
some form of "job description" be
made by SAC clearly establishing
the responsibilities of the CEO.
Schultz stated "next year's CEO
should completely re-write the
election rules." He stated that he
was satisfied with DAC's ruling.
It becomes increasingly ap-
parent that much of the problems
faced by council this year have
been based on matters of con-
stitutional and Bylaw in-
terpreation. DAC has continually
recommended that council look
into its Constitution and get it
straightand clear. The problem of
this election is that it has not been
done.
DAC found itself ruling on another SAC election Tuesday. Once again they have recommended to SAC that
they clean up their act. They also ruled that the election was valid. photo by Howard
SAC Executive
Election Results
VP University Elizabeth Kuglin 480
Affairs Ross Schaeffer 342
Abstentions 66
Spoiled 4
VP Community Garry Campbell 429
Affairs - Walt Johanson 354
Abstentions 99
Spoiled 1
VP Executive - Doug Best 421
Phil Poole 383
Abstentions 69
Spoiled 3
President- Peter Catton 285
Cliff Levy 276
Peter Hyne 146
Mark Fienberg 86
Diane Fetter 78
Abstentions 11
Spoiled 4
Total Voting 877
Purple and Gold
Forced to WCI
by Paul Jones
Theatre on this campus has been
dealt another death blow. Because
of the incrediblecharges asked for
by the University administration
for use of theTheatre Auditorium
by the Purple and Gold Revue,
they will be forced to hold their
performances at Waterloo
Collegiate.
The Purple and Gold Revue has,
untilrecently, been the highlight of
theatre on this campus. It s format
has ranged from Broadway
musical to serious drama. This
year the Revue is presenting a
Communal Folk-Rock Musical
entitled "New Heaven, New
Earth".
Simply put, the 'Revue was
priced out of our illustrious TA by
the University Administration.
They quoted a cost of $1200 for 4
days use of the auditorium, the
brakdown consisting of $100 per
night rent, $400 for lighting, and
$400 maintenance charge.
Although some of this money
would be refunded if no damages
or extraordinary maintenance
occurred, it was generally agreed
upon by the organizers of the
Revue that cost would approach
approxiamately $1000.
It should be made clear that the
Revue is clearly a WLU student
production by any measure. The
only aspect of production staff
which is not fullfilled by a WLU
student is the Director. Students
asked George Thompson,
organizer of the Players Guild
during the fall term, to take this
position. Thompson was hired by
the University Cultural Affairs
Committee to be resident artist of
drama on campus during the fall.
Thompson and a number of
students from the Players Guild
began by seeking funding for the
production from SAC. SAC, more
particularly Bob McKinnell, in-
formed the group that the money
was not available and that they
should attempt to raise it on their
own. They have done just that,
throught donations from students
and community people.
At this time the question of their
status vis a vis SAC was raised.
According to CliffBilyea, Business
Manager and Director of Per-
sonnel of the University,
privileges in the TA are extended
to "any major group sponsored by
SAC if booking is available through
the Athletic department." It
remained for the production staff
to establish to the administration
that they were "sponsored by
SAC" and thusbe afforded the use
of the TA for the Revue at costs
that were within their means.
It should be noted at this time
that "sponsored" does not
necessarily mean financial SAC
Members of the production are
justifiably puzzled by tha_ price
quotations. They assumed that
they would be afforded the right of
all other student organizations on
this campus, that is, to use the TA
(when available) without charge
beyond extra maintenance costs if
any occurred.
simply had to state that they
sponsored the production to the
extent of allowing rehersals and
office space inthe SUB. This would
make the Purple and Gold Revue a
major group sponsored by SAC.
McKinnell failed to make this
type of committment. It is not
clear why. In a letter to Thompson
dated Feb. 11, McKinnell stated
"as far as we have been informed,
this is a student run body and we
see no reason why they should not
continue as such; however, they
are independent from SAC."
Whatever the meaning of this
statement, it was not sufficient to
convince the administration that
the Purple and Gold Revue should
receive the same TA con-
siderations as were afforded the
Boar's Head Dinner. The Dinner is
mentioned because it also is a
traditional event on campus
organized by students with faculty
and administration consultation.
Whatever the motives, what is
clear is that the Purple and Gold
Revue has been forced to WCI
(their charge for 1 weekrental in a
completely equipped theatre being
only $300). They are the victims of
bureaucracy. Some strange in-
terpretations of their status on this
campus have been handed down by
both the administration and Bob
McKinnell.
Members of the production staff
are in arms. Nancy Smith, of the
Players Guild, stated "nobody
wants to go to a liberal arts college
that's neither liberal or interested
in the arts."
ALL GRADUATING STUDENTS
A Master's Degree in Business Administration from McMaster
University School ofBusiness could help you to achieve your career
objectives in the areas of management, administration, and
education because the McMaster M.B.A. program offers a wide
range of optional courses (that can be selected to your needs) as
well as providing a core of basic knowledge and skills. Although
admission is restricted to those who have proven that they have the
potential and commitment required to complete a demanding
program, graduates in any discipline may be accepted.
Academic standing is not theonly entry criterion but, as a general
rule, you can have a reasonable expectation of completing the
McMaster M.B.A. program if you have maintained at least a
second-class standing in the last two years of your undergraduate
program and if you can achieve a satisfactory test score in the
Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business.
Applicants for the McMaster M.B.A. who have taken relevant
course work may be granted advanced standing inour program. If
you are interested in exploring this challenging opportunity fur-
ther, fill in and mail this form —
To: Assistant to the Dean Please send me details
School of Business about your MBA program
McMaster University
Hamilton 16, Ontario
Name __
Address
City Province
University Attending
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—a regular feature listing campus and community- events.
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f|T 4\ Deadline for submissions is Tuesday 9 am. preceding date of
VTL/l r publication. Contact the Cord—74s-6119 or John Taylor 744-- • ￿ • 1051,742-9808.THURSDAY, March 2Careertalks
"Psychology"
4:00 - 5:00 pm
GroupRoom:
Ed. Services Bldg.
Pub Rally
Waterloo College Autosport Club
Registration 6:30 pm
$1.00 per car pub extra
Prizes!!!
Pub
Ballroom
8:00 pm
$.75 WLU $1.00 others
Workshop : Michael Manson
Center Hall
6:30 - 10:30 pm
Have You Voted Today?
FRIDAY. March 3
Careertalks
"English"
4 - 5 pm
Ed. Services Bldg
Movies
le
IEI 8 pm
$1.00
(see entertainment column)
On Stage U. of W.
"The Innocents"
$1.25 students $.75
Humanities Theatre Bpm
Tunnel Inn
84 Fredrick St.
"Side Hill Cougar"
9:00 pm $1.00
SATURDAY, March 4
Movies
(same as Friday)
On Stage U. of W.
(same as Friday)
Tunnel Inn
84 Fredrick St.
"Bulldog" $1.00
9:00 pm
MONDAY, March 6
Movies
(same as before)
Communications Seminar
Ed. Services Bldg.
9:30 - 11:30 pm
TUESDAY, March 7
Folk Club
Lounge of East Hall Basement
7:00 pm
Library Sciencer
Review Lecture
3:30 pm Rm. IEI
Chess Club
7:30 pm
Rm. 3-313
Central Teaching Bldg.
WEDNESDAY, March 8
Ukranian Club
General Business Meeting
9:30 pm U.of W.
Humanities Undergrad Lounge
Bridge Club
7:30 pm
Ballroom
Ring Day
Book Store
9:30 - 4:30 pm
JOIN THE YOUNG
TRAVEL REVOLUTION
The camping trip through Europe or Russia
is unconventional and fun. The Overland
trek from London to India is adventure.
For more information on these and other
unusual young travel modes, contact
Bruce or Gary at GOWAY, 53 Yonge St,
Toronto 1, Ontario.
Phone 863-0799
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NEED LEGAL
ADVICE?
call SAC office
or come to
Legal Advice
Office
2nd Floor SUB
JOB RESOURCE MATERIAL AVAILABLE
A number of employment and
career publications are now
available at the university
Placement Office.
The 1971-1972 Directory, a
volume listing employers of new
universitygraduates will also be of
use to those students seeking
summer employment. All com-
panies tell whether they have a
summer employment programme.
University Career Outlook 71-72
gives information as to the various
areas of study within the univer-
sity community.
The Employment Opportunities
Handbook 1971-1972 gives in-
formation as to the career op-
portunities within various in-
dustries.
Pre-registration, WLU's very own pre-Spring ritual was held last week-end. Always
known for the violent passions and total chaos it evokes, Pre-registration was brought
to new heights of absurdity by the School of Business. This i'ear the School of
Business delayed disbursement of pre-registration material until an hour before the
programming session. Saturday saw students waiting an hour and a half before
reaching the front of the business lineups It has been reported that the Psychology
department has offered to help the School of Business set up their Pre-registration in
an informative and organized manner that will be beneficial to students who
managed to secure business courses this year.
photos by Gingerich
Biz School May
Lose Uof W
Students
by David McKinley
A proposal by the University of
Waterloo's Graduate Department
of Management Sciences to im-
plement an undergraduate
programme could mean the end of
U of W students taking business
courses at WLU.
Department Chairman Dr. D.
Clough stated that the proposed
undergraduate courses would only
be competitive with WLU's School
of Business in the sense that their
faculty ofscience has been sending
students to Lutheran to take
business courses because therehas
been no alternatives at their own
university. Approval of the un-
dergraduate programme, now
being studied by the university
administration, would open such
alternatives.
An undergraduate Management
Sciences department at U of W
would have an effect on the future
plans of WLU's business school.
The trend towards half-courses in
business and the second priority
status of a School of Business
building were partly due to the
assumption of an ever increasing
number of Waterloo students
picking up business courses here.
The U of W scheme would make
management sciences an optional
degree-granting programme
within the faculty of Engineering.
Management Sciences is
distinguished from regular
business schools by a heavy em-
phasis on applied mathematics in
the areas of applied economics,
operations research, and the
behaviourial sciences. Its appeal
would be to engineering students
interested in management
positions.
SORRY!
The Cord Weekly and the WLU
Student Board of Publications
apologizes to Miss Lynn
Matricardi for the appearance of
her picture in the January 27th
issue of the Cord, in the article
entitled "The Student as Pig".
Miss Matricardi was unaware of
the context in which the
photograph would be used. We
regret the inconvenience and
embarrassment caused her.
Record Co-op Formed
by Paul Jones
Commencing tommorrow,
students will be able to purchase
any album that is currently on sale
in North America for discounts of
up to 70 per cent. The reason, a
number of students have created a
Record Co-op which will be
operating out of an office across
from SAC in the SUB.
The Co-op will be managed by
Jim Mackrory of Radio Lutheran
with Carl Arnold in charge of
operations.
Mackrory stated to the Cord,
"the intent is a non-profit, non-
ripoff service for students."
Some examples of saving of
savings that can be made include
Neil Young's 'Harvest' album
which is priced at $6.29 and will be
sold by the co-op for $3.62 and
Carole King's 'Tapestry' album,
regularly $5.98 going for $3.53.
Prices will be clearly listed on all
the albums for sale and will be
subject to the Provincial 5 per cent
sales tax.
Another feature of the Co-op will
be the periodic sales of "cutouts"
when they are available. Cutouts
are simply albums that are no
longer distributed for sales. The
savings on these are incredible
with artists such as Ocean and
Kenny Rogers selling for $1.81 plus
tax.
The Co-op will not accept
cheques and will require a two
dollar deposit for albums on order.
Any album is subject to exchange
because of defect or damage.
There will be only a 1 week
delivery period for most albums
with classical albums requiring no
more than a 3 week wait.
The idea is not new. The
University of Waterloo has a
similiar co-op in operation and
sales are up to $100 of albums per
day.
As with all co-operative ven-
tures, the success of this one is
dependent upon student support.
Mackrory stated "the only
problem we anticipate is some
feedback from the bookstore."
The Co-op qffice will be open
from 10 am till 2pm every week-
day.
Status Talks Continue
by David McKinley
The ongoing saga of WLU's
search for provincial status con-
tinued last February 24 as Dr.
Peters, WLU President, met with
the latest Minister of Colleges and
Universities, the Honourable
George Kerr.
The previous minister John
White, who has been moved to the
Industry and Tourism portfolio,
had promised a month ago to send
Peters a letter outlining the
parameters for the negotiations
which would lead to WLU
becoming a public institution.
Though theletter hadbeen written,
it was sent due to the ensuing
cabinet shuffle.
Last Thursday's meeting with
Kerr, and deputy minister H.
Walker, was to establish contact
with the new minister and
determine whether events would
proceed in the manner they had
been under White.
Kerr agreed to consult with
White regarding "the letter" and
promised it or a similar one would
be sent in the near future.
Once the parameters of
negotiations are outlined by the
minister, a committee comprised
of Board of Governor's chairman
Ralph Kraft, Board secretary the
Reverendß. Binhammer, and Dr.
Peters will meet a similar com-
mitteefrom Queens Park to begin
formal negotiations.
LEAN AND HUNGRY/BY GEORGE KOPP
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The Wright Report
Revolution from above: freedom isn't freedom if its given
by peter warrian
the chevron
The authors of the Wright Commission report set themselves the task of seeking
out the "inner logic" of the system of post-secondary education in Ontario. They did
this, both in their research and in their recommendations.
What they did not do was question the inner logic of the system. In fact, the report
basically reflects the present system, and then projects it into the future by ex-
trapolating the experience of the past twenty years into the next twenty. In other
words, education in Ontario for the next twenty years will be more of the same. In
this sense the report is a radically conservative document.
This does not mean that there will notbe any changes. However, those which occur
will beof a nature to consolidate thepresent system rather than to change it.
Administrators
as cynics
Always count administrators asc nics. However, cynics are
oftentimes more in touch than
most with the world "that is.
The administration has always been
aware of the power and control of the
government; in fact they have always
wished that the faculty wouldn't be so
meelie-mouthed about it.
When you already feel you're con-
trolled, more control doesn't phase you
too much. The cool administrator will
skip through to the back of the report
and check out the statistical appendices
to see which way the sands are really
shifting.
There will be less fat in the budget and
there will be damned fewer buildings, so
choose a side.
Cutting back on grants and increasing
the importance of tuition fees might
suggest that getting friendlier with
students and not screwing them and
pushing themaround so much is in one's
own economic self-interest.
The importance of the report to ad-
ministrators will likely be two-fold:
pulling in the belt will have to go further
and will present problems which will not
be solved, as they have been
traditionally, by letting go the lady who
serves food in the cafeteria and not
replacing the guy who shovels the snow
thus making the others work harder.
Some of the machine itself will have to
go.
Secondly, and only secondarily, the
report will mean pushing a yet higher
mound of paper back and forth between
here and Queen's Park. And, cutting
down more trees to do it.
Politics
reintroduced
The most exciting thing aboutthe report is that it announcesthis as a time of choosing and
that means we are re-introduced to
politics. And, given that Wright is the
new super Deputy-Minister for
education, health and housing, he will be
sending the report to himself for im-
plementation. It won't nose over into
some filing cabinet.
The most startling political aspect of
the report is that literally two-thirds of
the principles, goals and proposals can
be found within the resolution book of
the Canadian Union of Students
Congresses of 1967-68-69. They even
appear in the same order as in the CUS
books: Universal accessibility; open-
ness; transferability, etc.
If the report is radical, it is,
ideologically, a radical individualism;
and, programatically, it is a radical at-
tempt to consolidate the present order.
What the politics of the Wright
Commission and the politics of CUS
have in common is the recognition that
we are living in the midst of a general
social crisis. We are in a socio-political
breach in which bourgeois individualism
and the family are breaking down with
the passing of competitive capitalism
and its social order. State capitalism is
attempting to reconsolidate us on the
basis of structuring a totality of
existence within new groupings such as
the recommendations of the report,
Opportunities for Youth, Local In-
centives Programs, etc. However, at
present, they do not have control of us
from below or at the level of our
everyday life. The faculty are being
boxed in through formula granting on
salaries, research, classroom size,
programs, etc. In spite of the talk in the
Report about alternative forms and
routes of education, the terrain of
welfare, OFY, prisons, mental hospitals,
etc., constrict rather than extend the
ground of choice.
The option is still open to us to define
another road. The "us" are those from
among the students, faculty or ad-
ministration who are willing to take on
what the Wright Commission totally
ignores; that is, the quality of our lives
and institutions. In the university fora
start, what do we want to learn, with
whom and how? This is entirely missed
by the commission. Will students use
their power in new and co-operative
ways? Will the Faculty Guild resort to a
reactionary rearguard battle in the
name of values and an institution they
long ago gave up? Or, will the students
and faculty come together in an
equitable and co-operative way to
establish new relations and work and
relate to themselves and the community
outside in a different way?
It would be worth stopping the
university for a few days in middle or
later march to find out.
Education in Ontario. Is there any
other place you'd rather be?!
letters
Trudeau and Abortion
On October 30, 1971, after two
years of repeated challenges from
Canadian women, Prime Minister
Trudeau finally came out with a
definite statement on abortion
during a speech in Nova Scotia. He
declared that "women should be
the ones to decide whether they
should have an abortion if they
want one," and wenton to indicate
thathe would be greatly influenced
by opinions from women on this
issue.
Last Thursday, only 4 months
after this statement—and 4 months
closer to an. election—the Prime
Minister did an abrupt about-face
and declared to an audience in
Sault Ste. Marie that he would
have to be convinced that a person
who asked for an abortion had no
responsibility at all if he were to
vote for abortion on demand; and
added that if a mother wished to
kill her unborn child for reasons of
health, happiness or "privileges as
a human being," he felt she should
have to answer for it, just as a
person who kills in self-defence
must.
The K-W Women's Coalition to
Repeal the Abortion Laws is
disappointed by the way in which
the Prime Minister's personal bias
seems to be colouring decisions he
should be making as Canada's
leader. Trudeau obviously either
has not been listening, to Canadian
women, orhas turned a deaf ear to
the increasing number of
Canadians, male and female, who
seek to remove those sections of
the Canadian Criminal Code
dealing with abortion.
Few women approach abortion
lightheartedly—and the decision to
have an abortion IS a responsible
one, madeafter much thought and
an assessment of one's individual
values, goals and situation. The
implication that only irresponsible
women should be granted the right
to have an abortion is demeaning
to a woman's ability to make
decisions affecting her life.
On March 18-19 a cross-Canada
abortion conference will be held in
Winnipeg to coordinate plans for a
national campaign to convince the
government that the majority of
Canadians do support repeal of the
abortion laws. This is targeted as a
prime election issue, and each
candidate and party will be asked
to take a stand. Whatever the
motivations for Mr Trudeau's
recent change of heart, Canadian
women will fight for the right to
choose when and if they will bear
children!
K-W Women's Coalition to Repeal
the Abortion Laws
Election Thanks
I would sincerely like to express
my thanks to those people who
supported me in my bid for office
in therecent election, as well as all
those who helped me with my
campaign.
I would also like to express my
heartfelt congratulations to those
who won, wishing them great
success in their term of office.
Diane Fetter
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SEXUALITY!
by Trish Wells
Sexuality was explored last
Thursday afternoon from the
different points of view of a
psychologist, a sociologist, and a
"Christian", all panel-members of
the sexuality forum presented by
IVCF.
Mr Harry Klassen, IVCF co-
ordinator, looked at sexuality from
the Christian view, but looked at it
as something that is part of
everything, and partof us, and not
as something to be frowned upon.
"God", he informed us, "is not
as prudish as the church
sometimes makes out." Rather,
God created people as two
seperate sexes, and it was "good".
He (God) has always made it clear
that it is not good for man
(meaning people) to be alone.
When Adam and Eve fell from
the Garden of Eden, Mr. Klassen
explained, it was not because of
their sexuality, but because of
their pure, social, disobedience.
And that problem, the problem of
people living together in com-
munities, has persisted ever since.
The Fall from the Garden, ac-
cording to Mr Klassen, is wherewe
find the roots of man's basic
problem — it is there that we first
find evidence of man's "greater
capacity for self-destruction than
for personal relationships".
Dr Donald Morgenson,
Psychology professor at WLU,
went into this same matter in
greater depth and from a slightly
differentangle. He pointed out that
while the ideal relationship is one
of caring, responsibility, and
concern for one's partner, this
ideal is made very difficult to
attain with today's emphasis on
sex — meaning the sexual act —
rather than sexuality. In fact, said
Dr Morgenson, "elevating sex
degenerates sexuality, and it is
unbelievable how much sex has
been elevated recently — in books,
magazines, movies, advertising,
we are constantly under its
barrage. The present generation is
understandably confused when
they receive invitations to sex
from all the media and then are
punished by society when they
actually "indulge". Or if they don't
indulge, they have the worse
problem of feeling inferior and
subnormal, suffering from the
misconception perpetuated by the
media that "you're nowhere if
you're not constantly hungering
after voluptuous females or
surrounded by voluptuous females
hungering after you."
Advertising, and the products
that are advertised, in a way help
to alleviate the constant need for
sex (created by advertising) by
giving sexual properties to such
things as, for an obvious example,
cars: "If you can't lay the real
stuff, you can lay rubber all down
the road for three blocks!"
Dr Morgenson noted that the
majority of interpersonal
relationships are exploitative. But
how else will people naturally tend
to behave than exploitatively, he
asked, when they are constantly
being presented with theconcept of
people coming in neat sexual
packages, when the orgasm is the
new Holy Grail, and when making
love is confined to organs rather
than people?
Dr Margrit Eichler of the
University of Waterloo continued
on this theme but took a
sociologist's view of the situation.
She was aware, like Dr Morgen-
son, of the failure of most
relationships but she put it down to
the over-reliance on, and faith in,
sex stereotyping.
For instance, in our society the
man is "supposed" to be the
dominant one in the relationship
and the woman the passive, so if in
a particular relationship each
partner is not by nature suited to
his or her role, and yet tries to
conform to it anyway, that
relationship will never be as
satisfying as it could be if both
ignored what was supposed to be
and concentrated instead on what
was.
The sooner we can do away with
roles, the better, was Dr Eichler's
main theme. Arbitrarily-defined
roles according to sex are no
longer suitable for the develop-
mental stage we havereached, she
wenton, for life now is nolonger so
simply based on the biological
differences between the sexes —
men no longer go out hunting for
food and women's function is no
longer just to bear and raise
babies. Any differences in
behaviour between men and
women in this age are most likely
due to cultural influences, and not
to hormonal ones. When the floor
was opened for questions, Dr
Morgenson in answer to one,
agreed with Dr Eichler and made
the prediction that anatomical
differences will possibly have no
importance in the future. Yes, he
conceded, there might possibly be
problems for children of un-
stereotyped parents, having no
particular same-sex parent to
identify with and model them-
selves after. But hopefully such
children will grow up modelling
themselves after the most
desirable attributes of each
parent, and thus continue the trend
toward the ultimate abolition of
sex role-playing.
An interesting question was
raised on the subject of
homosexuality. Would the panel-
members include homosexuality
as an acceptable part of sexuality,
a person from theaudience asked?
Mr Klassen, bound as he
probably is by the traditional
moral lines of the church, an-
swered that if he were asked to
judge the morals of a homosexual
as compared to a wife-beater, he
would rate them about equal —
"they should both be able to
discover more in a relationship."
Dr Morgenson however took a
more tolerant, and to me a more
ideally human, stand. He said that
the worth of a homosexual
relationship, like that of any other
kind, hinges ultimately on the
quality of the relationship. If it is
non-exploitative, thenit has a good
chance of being worthwhile. And
that is really what counts — "the
important thing is not who you
love, or how you love, but that you
love." There is hope for the world
if we can live by that.
photo by House
Abortion
by Trish Wells
What could have been an ex-
citing and stimulating altercation
between pro- and anti-abortionists
was cut abruptly short last Wed-
nesday in IEI.
Leading an Abortion Forum
presented by Waterloo Lutheran's
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship,
the four-person panel got off to a
late start anyway and con-
sequently had only 30 minutes in
which to put forth theirrespective
philosophies and invite audience
participation, a sorry loss for the
people who had come to get in-
volved in the debate.
Michelle McNabb of the Birth
Control Centre at Uof W and Larry
Houraney, a graduate student of
psychology, spoke out in favour of
a woman's right to abortion,
bringing out the familiar and
much-heard arguments about the
necessity for a woman to have
control over her own body. As well,
however, Michelle presented the
fact that up until 100 years ago
abortions were legal, and were
only made illegal then for medical
reasons, because of the dangers
that used to be involved with the
operation. But now, said Michelle,
abortion is done by a relatively
simple procedure and is "3 to 7
times safer" than carrying the
baby to full term and bearing it
live.
Another anachronism of the
abortion issue, Michelle continued,
is that there is a need existing now
for population control, and yet
effective contraceptive devices are
still not generally available to the
people who really need them. So
abortion, although obviously an
extreme method of birth control, is
often the only one left open to
them, and should be made
available on demand, hopefully
along with counselling on the use of
contraception.
Larry Houraney pointed out the
nebulousness of making abortion a
legal matter—it is more, he said, a
matter of conscience, and as such
shouldnotbe legislated. If a woman
decides to have her unborn child
destroyed then it is possibly her
conviction that that foetus is not
yet alive. Where life begins is a
completely arbitrary line anyway,
so why not leave it up to the in-
dividual to decide for herself,
rather than placing the respon-
sibility for that decision in the
hands of the "authorities" whowill
then make their decision—still
necessarily arbitrary—binding on
everyone else?
He said there mustbe something
going for individual as opposed to
social decisions, if in the states of
Washington and Hawaii, two
places where the matter was put to
a general referendum, 55 per cent
of thepopulation voted in favour of
individual choice in the subject of
abortion.
The pro-abortion side of the
panel rested their case for the time
being.
Then Mrs Gwen Landolt for the
opposition made her stand.
Speaking as woman, a mother, and
mainly as a lawyer, she clarified
the legal side of the issue, and
managed to draw every other
argument that couuld be presented
for abortion into this context—and
shoot every argument down, with
righteous self-assurance.
Mrs Landolt's whole position
was based on her personal belief
(and the "belief that forms the
basis of the Western legal
system")—a belief in the sanctity
of human life.This, she said, is the
"golden thread running through
the history of Western civilization"
and liberalized abortion laws will
only undermine this golden thread.
And is a developing foetus
"life"? Yes, said Mrs Landolt,
biologists, geneticists and medical
people all agree that life starts at
conception.
What about the fact that a
woman's life or health may be
endangered by carrying the baby?
This, said Mrs Landolt, is an
outmoded idea—a woman's actual
life is rarely, if ever, endangered
by childbirth anymore, and that
occurrence—to s"ave the life of the
mother—is the only one that would
justify the taking of thebaby's life.
No other excuse should be ac-
ceptable—not the woman's mental
condition, or her financial con-
dition,or her desire (or rather lack
of) to have a baby.
Mrs Landolt did concede that the
quality of human life is perhaps as
important as the quantity, and in
this context made reference to the
"battered baby" tendencies that
are so prevalent today.But she had
the facts to back her up when she
said that freer abortions wouldnot
stop this trend—9o per cent of all
battered babies, she quoted, are
babies that came from planned
pregnancies. "An unwanted
pregnancy is a different thing than
an unwanted child—it's a com-
pletely different ballgame!"
Besides, pointed out Mrs Lan-
dolt, "there is no such thing as an
unwanted newborn baby—every
child is guaranteed a loving home
to be adopted into." The old, and
slightly questionable, rationale.
Yet even Mrs Landolt, anti-
abortion as she is, was definite
aboutthe need for better homes for
children, natural or adopted. But
her way of remedying the social
ills is not to cut down on the
numbers of children, or even the
number per family, but to get at
the very root—through legislating
and subsidizing, to guarantee jobs
and money and adequate housing
to everyone, so they will be able to
cope withall the children. And one
way to finance all this, she con-
cluded, is to stop the money being
spent on abortions, which is "dead
money" (Dead! Dead! Dead!),
and use it for improving social
conditions. .
Mrs Landolt's self-assured
presentation was given a rousing
round of applause. Interest and
excitement were definitely stirred
up and theaudience was raring to
get at the panel-members and
attack or support their --various
stands. So one or two questions
were asked and answered,
provoking even more active
participation from everyone, but
before anyone else had a chance to
have their say—the forum was
declared closed. To make room for
a non-existent class.
What little there was in the way
of debatewas very worthwhile, but
perhaps a littlebetter organization
is in order for next time, IVCF?
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Opportunities for Youth:
Middle Class All The Way
The secretary of state pays a
group of young middle class
radicals across Canada exor-
bitant salaries to give money to
more young middle class radicals
for projects which it knows will
fold in three months.
And that's the way the govern-
ment wants it says Dale Martin, a
young middle class project officer
for the secretary of state's Op-
portunities for Youth program.
He also says OFY is a human
lottery and the most partisan
political job-dispensing program
under federal auspices.
The aim of the program is to
defuse any potentially-violent
group of middle class unemployed,
he told the Ottawa Humanist
Association Friday (Feb. 19).
Middle class youth who, as one
Humanist put it, "are more ar-
ticulate, cleverer, and know how to
make bombs," see the government
spending all this money on them
and will put up with the huge
summer unemployment rate.
Although only one out of ten
applicants will have his project
approved, says Mr. Martin, the
estimated 18,000 who will be
rejected will tend to think of their
lack of employment as the fault of
their own inadequacies rather then
blame the government.
While the program will this year
try to broaden the base it serves,
providing jobs for community
college students and young
workers, past experience has
shown that the attempt is doomed.
"The type of people who will
come up with new project ideas
and can phrase their applications
in a way which will appeal to OFY
staff are the middle class youth
who are well schooled and have
experience in this type of rhetoric.
"We are producing a generation
of professional grants-men, kids
from universities with long
training inhow to deal with this era
of public grant-giving."
Mr. Martin said the Local
InitiativesProgram aimedat adult
unemployment had found many
unable to handle it.
"There was a lag in applications.
These people just weren't prac-
tised in deciding on a new idea
they'd like to work on them-
selves."
•For many, filling out the 15-page
application form may have been a
dissuading factor, he said.
Youngpeople whoare not so well
versed in radical etiquette can
always try political pressure to get
their projects approved, says Mr.
Martin.
Applicants who know someone
with pull in the government are
more likely to get approval than
those who let their applications
stand on their own.
"When you have 20,000 ap-
plications to deal with and some
MP keeps phoning you about one,
wanting to know why it was
rejected, offering to improve it,
and so on, you remember it. The
ones you keep picking up are the
ones you notice and the ones
printed in red ink on green paper."
The program is shifting its
emphasis this year, he said,
moving from selfish projects such
as travelling and drama groups, to
projects aimed at community
development.
But most of these projects are
doomed to fail. "It's like 1965 and
the Company of Young Canadians
all over again. If theprojects work
they embarrass the government
and it has to cut them off." But Mr.
Martin doesn't think there's much
risk of them succeeding.
His own experience with the
company before the government
"purge" three years ago leads him
to believe that sending middle
class kids to organize the poor will
not work.
Most attempts over the past 15
years at using middle class youth
as organizers have failed. — "They
either get booted out or drop out in
frustration."
Mr. Martin considers himself
typicalof many of the OFY staff —
middle class kids turned radical
during college and went off to work
for the CyC. Many OFY staffers
are former members of the
Company ofYoung Canadians who
were forced out because they were
too radical.
He cheerfully admits to having
been co-opted by the government.
"I have no pretention to altruism,"
But he suspects some of his peers
"may have pretentions of sub-
version" in mind for OFY this
summer.
The government seems to be
having similar thoughts about its
crew of young radicals.
"They ran security checks on all
of us", said Mr. Martin.
Wright Report
Rich Ripping Off Education From Poor
TORONTO (CUP)—The Ontario
Commission on Post-Secondary
Education (The Wright Com-
mission) has just discovered the
rich are ripping off the poor for
their university education.
It seems surprised.
A study it commissioned the
consulting firm, Systems Research
GroupInc., to dopointed out that a
greater proportion of people from
"higher income" families attend
university than do people from
poorer families, but poor families
pay more in total to support the
universities than do the rich. The
reason? There are fewer rich
families than poor families.
The study revealed that 34 per
centof students in universities and
community colleges in Ontario are
from families in the $10,000-or-up
income bracket although that
group pays only 28 per cent of
education costs.
The $7,000-to-$9,000 bracket
spawned 24 per centof the students
but paid only 22 per cent of the
costs. With lower income families
the ratio is reversed.
The $5,000-to-$7,000 income
bracket pays 24 per cent of
universitycosts but has only20 per
cent of the students, while the
group making between $3,000 and
$5,000 paid 20 per cent of the costs
and included only 16per cent of the
student population.
The upper class groups also
tended to go into professions that
are guaranteed to earn them more
money, like law, medicine and law
and thus tend to keep them in the
top income brackets of society.
Law and medicine, according to
the report cost the most money to
teach, yet 50 per cent of the law
students were from the upper
strata. They paid 29 per cent of the
cost of their education. More than
40 per cent of those studying
medicine were also from upper
income groups.
According to the report, all
university programs benefit upper
income groups at the expense of
lower ones, but there are also other
benefits to be derived from being
rich that the report did not deal
with.
The rich (here defined as having
an income of $10,000and over) are
also taxed less in proportion than
the poor so that people in the
$10,000 and over bracket, in 1961,
paid about 37 or 38 per cent of their
incomes in direct and indirect
taxes. By comparison, those with
annual incomes of less than$2,000
paid 54 per cent of their incomes in
those same taxes.
According to the study, poor
families with incomes of less than
$3,000 get thebest dealas far as the
number of students in university in
proportion to income goes, that is,
the rates are nearly equal (if low).
For having 8.98 per cent of the
number of university students,
such families pay 8.86 per cent of
the costs.
Another report prepared for the
Wright Commission recommends
a longer university year with two
month terms instead of one seven-
and-a-half-month year in order
that students may get degrees in
three years instead of four. Draft
recommendations released last
monthalso showed the commission
will stress making degrees easier
to get.
The 13-manCommission on Post-
Secondary Education for Ontario
was set up twoand a half years ago
under the chairmanship of the
provincial deputy secretary for
Social Development, Douglas
Wright, to chart the course of
education in universities and
community colleges for thenext 20
years.
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Guess Who Really Owns Quebec.......Right!
MONTREAL (CUP) — With soaring unemployment, sagging wages
and increasingly militant strikes, just about everyone knows the
economy of Quebec has problems. The militant union activity of the
Quebec Federation of Labor and the Confederation of National
Trade Unions, among others, has reflected a growing awareness of
who is responsible for Quebec's economy.
"Who Owns Quebec?" was the title of a forum held earlier this
month at McGill University. The question was answered easily
enough by one of the participants, Pierre Jauvin, a militant
sociologist and member of the QFL.
Jauvin pointed the finger squarely at American business.
He gave the following rundown about what U.S. corporations own
in Quebec:
80 per cent of the mining industry
75 per cent of the wood products industry
100 per cent of the petroleum industry
97 per cent of the automobile industry
90 per cent of the rubber industry
84.7 per cent of the non-ferrous metal industry
79.2 per cent of the transport industry
77 per cent of the chemical products industry
% of American Ownership
71.9 per cent of the precision instruments industry
75 per cent of the natural gas industry
70 per cent of the electrical apparatus industry
67.9 per cent of the tobacco industry
64.7 per cent of machinery manufacturing
61.2 per cent of insurance companies
51.5 per cent of the department stores
While the general pattern of U.S. investment holds throughout
Canada, it's impact is most damaging in Quebec where English
Canadians earn 50 per cent more than the majority French
population on the average ($4,940 compared to $3,185). As a cheap
labor supply for both American and English Canadian business,
Quebecois are frequently the hardest hit by fluctuations in the
American economy.
Jauvin predicted that following current trends, "20 per cent of the
Quebec labor force will be unemployed by 1980."
Furthermore, American companies reap huge profits by selling
their manufactured goods as well as milking the Quebec economy by
taking out all the profits that their subsidiaries make. Because of all
the money which is going out of the province, Quebec is "forced to
borrow money from the U.S. to make up this deficit. But such a
process is not limited to Quebec," said Jauvin, "the Americans do
the same thing in the rest of the world."
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Hockey
Not This Year
I need a little help from my friends photo by Vopni Where are the rest of the Hawks? photo by Howard
Coverage like this led to many "garbage" goals photo by Vopni
Basketball
OUAA Finishes in Upset?
As most Hawk fans know the B-
ballers finished up a very un-
predictable season with a disap-
pointing record. Well take heart
fans because misery loves com-
pany and we have lots of it this
week.
Last week eight teams entered
the playoffs for the O.U.A.A.
championship and the right to
represent Ontario in the Canadian
finals out west. The winner must
win three games straignt in order
to advance.
The western section had been
picked as a favourite all season to
win the basketball crown in the
O.U.A.A. but nobody wanted to
pick the team that would win.
In the preliminary round
Western faced Guelphand Windsor
played Waterloo up the street. The
stage was set for Jaan Laaniste in
his final year as a Warrior to lead
Waterloo to the Canadian finals,
after they finished the season rated
first in Ontario and second in
Canada. But the Warriors and
Laaniste lost to Windsor by 1point.
Western beat Guelph easily
because of an injury to Morgan,
their star center.
Now everyone said that with
Guelph and Waterloo out Western
should have had thebest chance as
they were to play York in the semi-
finals. But, they lost to York on a
bad night while Windsor snuck by
Ottawa and gained a shot at the
hardware.
By theneveryone including York
were putting a Cinderella label on
Windsor who had backed into the
playoffs by ending tied for fourth
and last playoff position. They did
not choke in the clutch and came
through with a victory overYork to
make the perfect dream come
true.
So you see we were not the only
people crying in our beer this
week. The bubble should burst for
Windsor shortly after they land in
British Columbia to compete in the
Canadian finals.
As a small footnote to B-Ball,
Lutheran placed two men in the top
ten scoring in our league, Al Brown
and Rod Dean, fifth and sixth
respectively.
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THE COLLEGE
OF EDUCATION
University of Toronto
1972-1973 PROGRAM
Leading to
THE BACHELOR OF EDUCATION DEGREE
and to the Interim High School Assistant's
Certificate granted by the Ontario
Department of Education.
SELECTION
Since enrolment inthe 1972-73 program
will be limited to 1300 students,
preference will be given to candidates
with superior academic qualifications
for teaching subjects in which there is
a shortage of qualified teachers in
Ontario secondary schools.
APPLICATION
Candidates are urged to apply as soon
as possible. Applications should be
received by March 15.
ADMISSION
It is expected that candidates will be
notified not later than June 1, 1972
whether or not they have been admitted
to the program.
FOR INFORMATION AND
APPLICATION FORMS
Apply to: The Registrar,
The College of Education,
University of Toronto,
371 Bloor Street West,
Toronto 1 81
Telephones: 928-3213
928-3222
928-5093
Applications
for Positions on
Dean's Advisory Council
Available in Dean's Office
USED:* Typewriters
• Desks• Calculators
Lockhart's has them
— at student's prices
659 KING ST. W. 742-1582
entertainment
by George Olds
Players' Guild
Productions
Well, theatre activity is still
buzzing despite the wishes of
several people and this week
Players' Guild is presenting the
world premier of an original
mellow-drama plus another one-
man (?) show. Sometime between
Monday and Friday (day, timeand
location uncertain at press time)
the Players' Guild Workshops will
present True, Blue, and Trusted
or, Granny Gets Her Man, starring
David Rooke one of the school's
best actors-cum-impressarios.
This will be performed twice and
will be accompanied by a second
mellow-drama, the original Lager
Heights (the Story of a small
Town) or, The Drunkard's Doleful
Dilemma. This piece was
produced, written directed,
choreographed and everything
else by members of W.L.U.'s
Players' Guild. A temperance
drama, it features the adventures
of Johnny Finefellow, an honest,
hard working respectable citizen
who falls prey to the demon
alcohol; his wifeMildred and their
daughter Mary who is secretely
dying but will die happily if she can
extract a promise from her father
that he will never touch booze
again. Also included are Jeremiah
Stiffspade, the undertaker; the
Good Angel and the Bad Angel;
Mix-em Harry the bartender; and
thousands of saloon girls who
perform for you an erotically
stimulating Can-Can, starring Big
Bertha - a construction booted
Mama who does a very titillating
strip tease. Numerous town-
speople, street urchins and even
the parson show up in this exciting
show. Don't miss it! Watch for
posters for details.
New Heaven,
New Earth
Also coming up in the very near
future is the revival of the annual
Purple and Gold Revue. This year
the musical New Heaven, New
Earth was conceived by the
students here at W.L.U. instead of
borrowing old Broadway shows.
There have been many hassles
getting this show on the road and
for all the work that has been put
into it, it most definitely deserves
your support. It will be performed
at Waterloo Collegiate Institute (a
real theatre at last!) on March 15,
16, 17 and 18.
New Heaven, New Earth con-
cerns the last days of a commune,
breaking down because of internal
dissention among the com-
munalists. That is all I will reveal
of theplot because, as I said, it's an
original show and I want as many
people as possible to see it. The
music was composed by Jonathan
Kramer, and it is very good. The
lyrics were writtenby the director,
George Thompson and he has
under his command many fine
voices to sing the leads. Included in
the cast are Derek Reynolds,
David Rooke, Brona Brown,
Heather Dark, Kirn McGeagh,
Chris Dean, Elaine Pye, Cathy
Kamping, and a dozen more who
are equally good (I just don't have
the cast list with me or I would
name them all).
The show is, quite frankly, a
good one. Tickets are available in
the usual places and cost $2.50 and
$1.50. Reserve a date between
Wed. and Sat. March 15 to 18.
Sunday, Bloody
Sunday
It can be said that when John
Schlesinger makes a film he
strives to show us reality. His past
successes include Darling, in
which Julie Christie slept her way
to fame and misfortune; Far From
the Madding Crowd, a triumph in
capturing the romantic ambience
of Thomas Hardy's England; and
Midnight Cowboy, sparing no
punches in acquainting the
audience with the seedy realities of
New York's cruel world.
Now he has come up with the
best film so far, one of the finest
films of 1971. Sunday, Bloody
Sunday is a compassionate look at
the final ten days of the relation-
ships that artist Bob Elkin shares
withAlex Greville, a divorcee, and
Daniel Hirsch, a middle aged
doctor. We are not asked to feel
sorry for Bob because he is
shallow, or for Alex because she is
unstable, and not even for Daniel
because he is a homosexual.
Rather, we are asked to accept all
three, because they are human
beings with individual problems
that each is struggling to cope
with. Bob has his art, Alex has her
job, and Daniel has his patients. In
all of these life-problems there are
infinitely more problems: Bob
must go to America for an
exhibition of his art, Alex tries to
find a jobfor one of her clients that
has been fired and is now too old to
start again, and Daniel's patients
bring their problems - medical or
not - to him. Everyone must cope
for himself. Life.
Friday. The weekend starts with
an ageing patient in Daniel's office
- complaining - as the phone rings.
It is Bob, Daniel's part-time lover.
He is going to spend the weekend
with Alex, minding the children of
a liberal, bourgeois family. Alex
leaves her apartment for the
weekend after trying to reach Bob
on the phone. Busy first, no answer
later. Always a missed connection.
She is late. She arrives at the home
of the family, and the children are
truly the embodiment of the
bourgeois nightmare. Four
children, a dog, and a monkey.
Status. The "kids" smoke pot, kept
hidden behind Tristan and Isolde.
Culture.
Saturday is equally hectic. The
children bring Bob and Alex
breakfast in bed and report that
after eating they usually watch
Mother and Father take a bath
together. With it. The day proves
all too horrendous for Bob who
leaves tosee Daniel. Alex, left with
thekids but still very much alone,
cries. Daniel, working late and on
a Saturday, iselated tosee Bob. He
knows he can only have of bob
what he sees fit to give him.
Sunday. Bob has returned and he
and Alexrealize that itcould never
work as a marriage between them.
They take the kids to the park. An
escape? Pleasure, if any is
momentary. On leaving the park,
the eldest child runs heedlessly
across the road and the dog which
follows her is killed by a truck.
Trauma.
The week continues. Time
passes, lives elapse. Bob is invited
to America, Alex decides to quit
her job, and Daniel plans a trip to
italy. They all deny the pending
seperation. They know the
relationships are breaking up; the
end for them all is near. They can
see this, but they ignore it. The
film asks this question: is it not
their prerogative to do so? They
each live their own seperate lives
and answer to no-one. They will
not, they cannot admit to their
dependence on one another.
It is late in the week. Both Alex
and Daniel find more out about
themselves. Alex realizes that she
can and mustrelate to other people
emotionally. She finds that she is
capable of sexual relations with
someone other than Bob. The
person is the aging man at the
office who has lost his job. More
problems are intertwined. Daniel
attends the Bar Mitzvah of a
friend's boy andsees himself in the
boy: someone who must make a
viable contribution to the com-
munity . Both Alexand Daniel must
continue to live, continue to cope.
A party heldby Bob and Daniel
for their many "liberal" friends. It
is going well until one guest makes
herself obnoxious with snide bitch
remarks about the gathering. It is
during this scene - exemplary ofthe emptiness of a with-it life - that
Bob decides to accept the in-
vitation to.America. He walks out.
But he doesn't leave entirely. He
goes to Alex. It is now that he finds
out about the other man in her life.
He seems sure that it would not
work out between him and Alex
and that she will be alright without
him. She, however, is not so sure.
She has seen her parents'
marriage falter and become an
appointment session. She has Seen
her own marriage fail completely.
She finds her relationship withBob
entirely lacking. Her mother has
advised her :
"You have to give up" the
game. You haven't got it all. You
can never have it all."
Will she be satisfied with the
crumbs, the leftovers of a person?
Sunday comes. Bob leaves. Now,
Daniel mulls over the same
questions that have plagued Alex.
Must he too be satisfied with
memories?
"We didn't have much. We had
each other. At least I had that
much. That was something."
They are people. They are us.
They are now alone. All alone.
They will continue to live. They
will continue to cope. Very sad.
Very true. Very real.
Again Schlesingerhas succeeded
in capturing another slice of life.
He is so honest it hurts and he
refuses to pity. Penelope Gilliat's
screenplay is at once literate and
understanding. Above all it is
intelligent and civilised. Her
characters are real and un-
compromising. They are created
compellingly by fine actors all
around. Glenda Jackson is Alex
and Peter Finch is Daniel
Hirsch. Both have been nominated
for this year'sacademy awards for
best performances and, of those
nominated, they deserve to win.
The direction is taut, less erratic
that in Midnight Cowboy- con-
trolled. Schlesinger too has been
nominated as best director. The
screenplay also has been
nominated. It is a joy to listen to,
as is the film a joy to watch. This is
also due in no small part to the fine
photography which was done by
Billy Williams.
The film is perfectly realized, a
vision brought to life in even the
smallest part. Peggy Ashcroft is
great as Alex's mother who has
reached the stage of acceptance
that Alex must strive for now.
Murray Head, as Bob, is as shallow
as the role calls for him to be, but
he too is human and the role is
finely played.
Another detail which adds much
to the film is the score. A haunting
repetition of the love trio from
Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutti is woven
into the lives of the three main
characters throughout the film.
It is thebest film in the city right
now..A work of art and a fine
achievement in film making.
Thank you John Schlesinger.
The Red Tent
The Red Tentis a fine film, based
on a true adventure and the
psychological approach taken in
the film made it even more in-
teresting. Peter Finch starred as
General Nobile, the commander of
a zeppelin expedition crossing the
North Pole. The airship crashes in
a storm and theeight survivors are
left to live as they can until any
possible rescue is attempted. Their
radio signal is finally heard by an
amatuer radio operator in Russia
and an ice-breaker is sent to the co-
ordinates given.But it getsstuck in
heavy ice. and due to bad weather
plane rescue cannot be tried.
Three of the men desert and try to
make it back to Kingsbay on foot.
Terrific odds against them all go
together to make for a fascinating
story. When a two-seater plane
does come, thepilot will only take
back Nobile. He is unwilling to
leave his men and when he
reluctantly does so the act is
looked on by his superiors as
desertion. But in leaving, he en-
sures therescue of the others. This
is the psychological question which
the director, Mickail K.Kalatozov,
probes in the movie: was it right
for him to go first and leave the
others to possibly perish on the
shifting, cracking ice? And can
humans who were not connected
with the event judge his actions?
The movie opens with Finch in
bed watching newsreels of himself
on the expedition as the event is
later celebrated by the media. But
the question of whether or not he
did theright thing plagues him and
he cannot sleep. He gets up and
relives the action of the film and
recalls in his fantasy all the people
involved in the events; these in-
clude his commander, the
navigatorof the airship that led the
groupof three men that walked off,
his girlfriend, the pilot who
rescued him, and the pilot who
attempted arescue but diedtrying.
They all pass judgement on
Nobiie's actions and find him
guilty of desertion and other
crimes. But the pilot who died in
therescue attempt maintains that
they are not capable of judgement
and that he probably did the only
thing he could have done by
leaving them.
"Those of us who take up
leadership, give up the right to be
human.And those whoare fit to be
leaders cannot afford to do so."
So with this advice he tells
Nobile to be at ease and forgive
himself for only being human in his
actions. An intelligent and probing
screenplay mixed with a powerful
score added alot to this movie. The
photography is also noteworthy.
The most surprising fact that
comes from the film is that Scan
Connery can act if he tears himself
away from the JamesBond bit and
here he plays a character
somewhat older than 007: the pilot
that was killed trying to find them
in the north.
The Red Tentwhich played hereat
W.L.U. last weekend is a first run
feature. It has not, in other words,
reached Kitchener in a com-
mercial theatre showing yet. Yet
less than 500 people saw it on
campus on a double bill with the
Out-Of-Towners for only a buck -
half of what you pay for one show
in town.
It wouldbe worthwhile to see this
movie in a proper theatre with a
good sound system and a wider
screen. See it when it comes again.
The Out-of-Towners
Meanwhile, the other film in the
double bill was the Out-Of-
Towners. They warned me twice
with the credits that the man
responsible was Neil Simon but I
stayed anyway. Unfortunately.
Because Neil Simon has this habit
of writing unfunny comedies
(remember how bad the last half of
The Odd Couple was? And Sweet
Charity ended with "And she lived
hopefully ever after.") His tales
are sadder than they are funny,
and they seem to fall flat when he
makes a n attempt at social
comment.
This story concerns a couple
from Ohio who go to New York in
hopes of a better job and life. Well
talk about your born losers;
everything that could go wrong,
and then some, goes wrong. The
plane circles for hours and then
has to land in Boston; then the bit
with the luggage; thenmissing the
only train to New York; the truly
rotten taxi drivers; a transit strike
in New York; (yes they finally get
there); a rainstorm; three
muggings and a night in central
Park; a breakfast of crackerjacks,
leftover by a dog; ....need I go on.
The only friendly person they find
in New York is from Cuba, and
together they are attacked by
protesters. As if we need to be hit
over the head by man's
inhumanity to man, Simon finds it
necessary to have Sandy Dennis
tell her husband Jack Lemmon
that New York just isn't the right
place for them ("We could never
behappy here") - Cruel, cruel. The
biggest laugh of theevening was on
the line "Oh my God, my straps
are broken," screamed by Dennis
as she gets out of the Cuban's car.
That tells you much about the
movie as any review ever could.
Next weekend (March. 3, 4, 5 &
6) the movies are Investigation of a
Citizen Above Suspicion and
Doctors' Wives.l can't tell you
much about either except the first
got excellent reviews and the
second has Dyan Cannon. Hmmm.
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ABORTION
pregnancies up to 12 weeks
terminated from
$175.00
Medication, Lab Tests, Doc-
tors' fees induced.
Hospital & Hospital affiliated
clinics.
(201)461-4225
24 hours — 7 days
LENOX MEDICAL
NO REFERRAL FEE
m W "est m
stereo
see
|f 153 King St. W. 745-9741
DisC by Paul Wemple
Easy listening music took on
obvious different trends through
the sixties. Included in these dif-
fering typesis much of the work by
the Beatles, ie. "Here Comes The
Sun, etc. of Abbey Road. Jose
Feliciano introduced the Spanish
influence to already well-
established songs, ie. "Light My
Fire". The Moody Blues made the
rock smoother by the addition of
the background symphony, ie.
"DaysofFuture Passed". With the
loss of the two man team of Simon
and Garfunkel though, the trend
lost its strongest lyrical influence.
At least that is what I would have
said had I not been initiated into
the work of Jim Seals and Dash
Crofts. These two were mellowing
along with the aforementioned duo
but off in the background
somewhere. These two have now
stepped to the forefront of the
lyricists as we move more deeply
into the seventies.
The two musicians met at
college in the States and obviously
listened and matured alongside of
the influences mentioned earlier.
This present album is their third
and, in many ways, best, since it
has shown that they have con-
solidated and interpreted their
experience of the two earlier
albums and extended travel in both
North America and Europe. In
only a short time they have
completed one orbit of a rising
spiral and have eliminated the
agencies which might have hin-
dered their upsurge (dabblings in
theelectrics, etc.)
This album combines a diverse
selection of musical topics, styles
and performances. The result is
refreshing. There are the obvious
love themes such as evidenced in
"Irish Linen". The title sets the
airy tone of the song'along with
soothing lyrics.
"Met a girl in Leningrad
She wasn't bad
And I might add
I found it such a pleasure to be
near her
Just to hear her call my
name."
Included also is this song of
social import, "Cause YouLove".
"This old world's a gettin' heavy
these old timesare gettin' hard
You might see a-somethin' hap
penin'
If you look out in the yard."
The message is meant to get
across and it does so in a subtle
manner due to the perfection of the
musicianship and stereo effect.
The song is over before the listener
realizes that he agrees with the
words.
Jim Seals impresses the listener
with his variablility in his choice of
words. He is not bound by the
mechanics of rythm and rhyme but
manages to add personality to his
work. Witness the first two lines of
"Ancient of the Old"
"On a crisp asbacon morning
With the sunshine on my head."
Adding to the enjoyment of the
album is the addition of all the
lyrics on the inside cover. This is
pleasant but on this album totally
unnecessary. Both production and
the two's enunciation throughout
get a five star rating for listening
ability. The music never has to
take over for a flaw in their vocal
performance nor vice versa.
There are two unique songs
which I saved to the last. One is
"Sudan Village" to which I merely
wish to draw special attention and
the other is the title song, "Year of
Sunday". Both Dash and Jim
contributed to the lyrics to cement
their union as performers. In this
song they combine knowledge of
the world's religions with their
ability to offer an example of what
this decade's talent is going to put
down for others to follow. Best
album of the year!
mate
by Frank Sexton
Although my report is somewhat
late, Columbia University won the
Pan-American Intercolletiate
Chess Championship held in
Toronto over the last Christmas
holidays. Of more interest to local
fans was the showing of the
University of Western Ontario,
who placed second. Also of special
note was that the University of
Waterloo placed in a tie for 34th -
42nd. Among those who were in
this tie was Rochdale College.
Interesting, isn't it?
Speaking of Rochdale, they
defeated R.M.C. by a score of 4 - 0
in their encounter. The freaks
must have something going for
them!
On the international scene,
Fischer will be playing Spassky in
both Belgrade, Yugoslavia and
Reykjavik, Iceland. Twelve games
will be played in each city with a
total prize fund of $137,000. Two-
thirds of that money will go to the
winner, theremainder to the loser.
Yes, chess can be profitable!
The game this week is from the
above mentioned Collegiate
Championship. It is between the
board ones of Western and City
College of New York. Peter
Murray (UWO) wins the game in
fine fashion against an opponent
who was leader of the highest rated
team entered. C.C.N.Y. eventually
finished tied for third.
P. MURRAY (U.W.0.) vs. V.
LIVERMORE (C.C.N.Y.)
TORONTO, 1971
King's IndianDefense: 1. P-Q4, N-
KB3; 2. P-QB4, P-KN3; 3. N-QB3,
B-N2; 4. N-83, 0-0; 5. B-N5 (a), P-
B4; 6. P-K3, P-Q3; 7. B-K2, Q-
R4?(b); 8. 0-0, N-B3; 9. P-Q5!, N-
Ql; 10. N-Q2!, P-QR3; 11. P-QR4,
P-K3; 12. P-K4, PxP; 13. BPxP, R-
Xl; 14. Q-82, Q-B2 (c); 15. P-R5, N-
Q2; 16. N-84, P-N4 (d); 17. PxPep.,
NxP; 18.QR-K1?; 19. N-K3! (e),Q-
N2; 20. B-KB4, B-Bl; 21. B-N3, N-
Q2; 22. N-84, Q-B2; 23. P-84, N-N2;
24. P-85, N-R4; 25. PxP, RPxP, 26.
P-K5, PxP; 27. P-Q6, Q-Ql; 28.
NxN, QxN; 29. B-QB4, resigns (f)
a) A variation initiated by Smyslov
aiming for gentle pressure.
b) Much better is 7. ..., B-N5. Now
the queen becomes exposed.
c) Black is extremely cramped
and must seek to relieve the
pressure.
d) Very aggressive but P-B3 is
very defensive and Black has
choosen to fight back.
c) White should have played this
last move and Black should have
taken the opportunity to play P-B4
to solve his problems.
f) Black cannot protect KB2 and
when it falls so will the entire K-
side.
********The chess club is still meeting
every Tuesday night at 7:30 in
room 3-313 in the Teaching
Building. See you there next week?
redoubled
Sometimes defensive hand
entries may be critical to allow a
contract to be defeated. It is seldom
a good tactic to under-lead aces.
This is especially true if that ace
heads a six card suit. On occasion,
however, no other play offers a
reasonable chance.
Dealer: South
Vulnerable: Both
South West North East
1 ht. 2 dia. pass 3 dia.
3 ht. pass 4 ht. All pass...
Opening Lead: Jack of Clubs
' When west leads the jack of
clubs, south should read this as a
singleton, and after winning the
club ace in hope of missleading the
defence, and lead a heart to his
ace. He shouldnot take the finesse,
for ifeast holds theace of spades, a
club ruff will put him down.
When west wins the heart kingat
trick three, he should see that
declarer must hold both black
kings, and that his only hope is that
east has the queen and jack of
spades. Since the club suit will give
south more than enough discards
to make his contract, any tricks
that the defenders hope to win
must come now.
West must lead a small diamond
to his partner's king, so the return
of the queen of spades will set the
contract.
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Football
Better Late Than Never!
by Bill Schuster
Prior to reading week the C.F.L.
held theirannual college draft. The
general managers of the various
teams spent only 51 minutes to
select70 of 245 eligibleplayers, and
then got on to what "they con-
sidered" more important work.
That is whether or not they
should accept the New York
franchise bid. This question should
have been resolved by one quick
ballot. By viewing the mistakes of
the N.H.L., the G.M.s should have
realized what the "Yankee-buck"
can do to sports in Canada. The
N.H.L. has been so diluted by in-
ferior poor talent that players such
as Boston's Phil Esposito can score
76 goals in one season. When he
played for Chicago, no one knew
who he was. Then with expansion,
the GarbageManmade it big. (For
all you Espo fans who think he's so
good, why can't he score against
top goaltenders like Ken
Dryden???)
Agreed the expansion would
have given more players a chance
to play, but where would they be
coming from? Not our fair coun-
try, that's for sure. As Jake
Gaudaur (C.F.L. commissioner)
put it, "To draw people in New
York, you need something like a
Joe Namath. The New York
Franchise has the money to get 10
Namaths and 10 Buba Smiths."
Fortunately the G.M.s voted no
for the entry. So we keep the
Canadian Football League in
CANADA.
However, the G.M.s did change
the import rule, allowing each
team to carry 15 Americans, one
more than the old quota. But that's
a different beef altogether.
Anyway, back to the draft. •
W.L.U.'s own Tom Walker was
No. 1 selection of Hamilton Tiger-
Cats. He was picked behind Mike
Labrose of Queen's. Despite
missing most of the season
because of a hamstring injury,
Walker scored 6 touchdowns and
rushed for a totalof 416yards for a
5.6 yards per carry average.
In the second round Bill Hogan
and Bill Turnbull were picked,
going to Calgary and Toronto
respectively.
Art Lestins and Jim Cooper both
went in the 4th round. Lestins
travelsto sunny 8.C., whileCooper
gets his tryout in the iceberg-
Saskatchewan.
Other Golden Hawks selected
were Gary Jeffries—Toronto,
Dave Scharman—Montreal, and
Rick Henderson—Toronto.
Coach Newborough expressed
mixed feelings over the draft. The
disappointment was caused by
Edmonton who did not choose any
Hawks after expressing interest in
several players. Since, in all, eight
Golden Hawks were selected, he
was quite pleased. (McMaster was
the only other team „o have eight
players drafted.)
Newborough, however, offered a
wordof caution for theplayers. "In
1970, nine of our boys received
tryouts, but none made it. This
year we feel some players have an
excellent chance especially
Lestins, Walker and Turnbull."
Our congratulations go out to
these players and we wish them
the best of luck!
Women's Varsity
by Pat Bergman & Donna Helm
The W.L.U. girl's varsity
basketball team came close to
their first win Tuesday, Feb. 15.
They stunned the Waterloo
Athenas with their overall good
performance. The game proved to
be the most exciting and well-
played of the season. TfieTialf-time
score was tiedat 26-26 and thefinal
outcome was 57-55 in favour of
Waterloo. A handful of fans and
one terrier caught the action in the
T.A.
W.L.U. came out very strong as
their excellent defensive work held
back the Waterloo team. W.L;U.
led for most of thefirst half. At one
point the Athenas trailed by 8
points. Much of the lead was due to
good rebounding and more ac-
curate shooting on W.L.U.'s part.
The girls displayed an accuracy
that was never before exhibited.
The Athenas were weak at first in
passing and shooting but manahed
to improve as the game
progressed.
A tense atmosphere prevailed at
the opening and end of the second
half. The Athenas took the lead
from W.L.U. Their defenseme unit
was outstanding as the W.L.U.
girls could not get withinshooting
range. The last seven minutes
proved to be touch and go.
Lutheran trailed by 9 points but
managed to cut the margin to only
4 with three minutes remaining. A
final basket in the last second of
the game brought W.L.U. within 2
points of tying it up. Jan Meyer
paced the Athenas with 10 points,
followed by Mary Anne Kr-
zyzanowski and Sue Murphy with 9
each. Lutheran's attack was much
more balanced than ever before.
Carolyn Baechler led with 17
points. The other top scorers in-
cluded JoanneTully with 15,Sheila
Dietz and C. Gregson with 9 each.
This game marked the end of
regular season play. The Lutheran
girls, it seems, started off with a
whimper and ended with a roar.
Women's Intramural Volleyball
by Carol Baechler
In spite of various in-
conveniences in women's in-
tramural volleyball, the program
for volleyball was quite successful
thanks to the efforts of Sheila
Dietz. Thursday evenings at 10 was
the only gym time available;
however the turn-out was com-
mendable. The Intramural
Program consisted of 5 teams, one
team from each wing in Women's
Residence and one team from off
campus.
'A'-wing played a perfect season
winning four out of four games for
a total of 16 points. Runner-up was
'B'-wing with a total of 12 points.
The members of the Championship
team are: Pam Coutts, Mary
Kartzmark, Joanne Lefebvre,
Jane Vaicunas, Erika Vopni, Linda
Grant, Jamie Brown, Bonnie
Watson, Pat Kunz, Karen
Crawford and Mary Mock. The
presentation of the crests will be
made at the first Intramural
Basketball game on February 24,
where "A'-wing vs. 'C'-wing and
'B'-wing vs. 'D'-wing will be
playing. Let's support women's
athletics and get a team out there
every week!
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The
"People People"
are coming!
March 6,1972
Department of Civil Service interviewers-
will be on campus to discuss career
possibilities in Ontario's Public Service.
See your placement office
for interview procedure.
©ONTARIOPROVINCE OF OPPORTUNITY
the I*#!€ll#E! 11l
Steakhouse and Tavern
GIVE YOUR TASTEBUDS A TREAT!
WATERLOO SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE
Student Meal Cordi Available at 10* Discount
744-4782—————
Browns t
Our new 1972
C.C.AA Bicycles \ft
have arrived ! NP
Specialists in Sports
2 King St. Cor. Erb Waterloo 579-6580
KING'S
RESTAURANT f$
Chinese and Canadian Food '"'•[
38 KING STREET N. WATERLOO
FREE DELIVERY PHONE 579-5040. ... ,
TRAVEL CtNTRE^^^B
W /\I %l PLACE TRAVEL!
X DAILY 9-6 SAT 9-1 U
WESTMOUNT PLACE SHOPPING CENTRE-
WATERLOO B
RINGS jg^
Company Representative Al Zikman
I will order or sell Rings from stock
Food Poisoning in Res
by trish wells
A wave of diarrhea and nausea
swept aU residences a few weeks
ago. That Wednesday night's
turkey dinner in the dining hall is
suspected to be the cause.
Health services got their first
call Thursdaymorning at eleven-
Women's residence reporting that
nine out of thirteen girls on one
floor were down with what looked
likefood poisoning. After that, and
after several more on-campus
students had been into Health
Services complaining of similar
symptoms the nurses contacted
Head Residents in all residences
asking them tomake reports on the
extentof the "poisoning". The rush
to Health Services did not stop all
Thursday.
Although thenurses kept track of
all the information of each case,
they could come up with no con-
sistancy in the patients' reports
aside from the nature of the
symptoms which usually cleared
up withinforty-eighthours. No one
food could be pinpointed as
responsible for the Vomiting and
diarrhea, although it was found
that no one who ate the food after 6
p.m. that fateful Wednesday night
was afflicted.
The Public Health Department
was called in to take samples of
Wednesday's food as soon as
complaints started, but because all
the symptom-causing food had
already been consumed their tests
proved absolutely nothing. The
whole affair has been passed off as
inconsequential.
Personalities:
Radio Lutheran
Liz Jauik Tues. 11:30 - 2.00
Started out by saying she knew
nothing about music. It's funny
how things change.
Tim Cooper Mon. 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
The sophisticated Jazz freak.
Knows a hell of a lot about Jazz,
but who guesses a charmer. Ex-
cellent show if you dig Jazz.
Jim Mackrory Sat. 9:00 - 12 TroonWho's this guy? Alias the Green
Slime, he's been sliming around
these hallowed walls for ages and
still doesn't know what he's doing.
News director of Radio Lutherar
for the past year. He can't spel
and his grammer is terrible, but he
works harder than a pig in 5....
Ernie Fish Fri. 9:00 - 12 noon
After living in an aquarium for 22
years, Ernie decided to come out
into the world and display his
talents. Funniest show on the air.
A publicity expert. Sylvia's hard
work is part and parcel of Radio
Lutheran's success.
Brian Sloney
Sylvia Finnamore
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Applications for SixPositions onDean's Advisory Council (DAC)
May be Submitted to the Office of the Dean ofStudent's, StudentUnior Building
This Is an Appointed Position
Applications WillBe Accepted Until Friday, March 10, at 4 p.m.
Earnings Insurance: Because
you'll make big money someday.
The future's bright now, your could give your dreams a jolt and
potential great. All the more reason bring financial hardship,
to consider Aid Association for Just a few dollars a month invested
Lutherans Earnings Insurance. in Earnings Insurance can keep
(AAL s name for disability income your financial future bright. See your
protection.) AAL representative, a fellow
Earnings Insurance? Yes —based Lutheran who shares our common
on your earnings potential. There's concern for human worth. He'll
a lot of time, money and effort tailor a plan for your needs. ..:
invested in your training, you WM
know. Illness or accident now Aid Association for Lutherans T
■'•;;•.-.<>v*v_ Appleton,Wis.Fraternalife Insurance
;•" •. ■: ■■..'■'•••• ;: .'-">«Svi> Life- Health -Retirement
! , S\: -3 || [_
Your AAL Representative:
Theodore H. Luft Agency
86 Wedgewood Dr., Kitchener, Ont., Canada
12King
North /bOOk\ Tues tonext A BARN \ Sat
Waterloo {J
theatre UiSHZUI!_ 10
Opportunities for Youth
Representative on Campus
Room 1-401
Thursday, March 2at 1:20 pm
_
_^
tt --htirS-i Same Day Service
'< 10% STUDENT discount
1 Across from WLU
]L~~< ; ; 743 4321 220 KING STREET NORTH WATERLOO ONT
Psychedelic
Fascism
EL. AKLY IN THE SUMMER of
1970, around the middle of June to be
exact, a monstrous party was given at a
ranch about 10 miles outside aspen,
c olorade. The party had been an-
nounced for several nights at danny's ,
the local rock 'n' roll joint in aspen, just
as it would be several months later when
the guys who lived at a ranch decided to
give another one. It was said that they
gave the parties twice yearly, to usher in
the summer and the ski season.
I hat June, a rainy, boring month
between the end of the ski season and
(he height of the summer tourist
business, it didn't take long for the word
to get around. By noon that Saturday,
several hundred of aspen's hard-core
mountain hipsters and soft-core local
treaks bad gathered at the ranch. By 2
more than 1000 summer celebrants were
present for the festivities.
And such festivities there were! The
scene would get so heavy, a friend had
told me the night before, that the sheriff
and town cops wouldn't go near the
place for fear of being shot at or stoned.
And in fact, as hundreds of long-haired,
dope-crazed freaks poured down the dirt
road leading to the ranch, the cops sat
idly by watching the procession, their
radios crackling occasionally with a
status report request from headquarters.
These the police and sheriff's men ap-
parently provided with some chagrin, for
right before their very eyes the floor of
the pitkin valley was being rendered into
the kind of carnage that is possible only
through the forces of modern-day
psychedlia.
The barn at the ranch, a huge, aging
structure with a classical peaked roof and
peeling, rust-colored paint, fairly shook
on its foundations with the sound of the
rock group from danny's. The barn was
full of dancing freaks, many of whom
had overflowed into the pastures
surrounding the barn. There, in various
stages of dress or undress, they frolicked
in the grand style of hippiedom. Drugs of
all kinds were in wide-spread use. Girls'
breasts, bared in the midday sun, were
openly fondled. Couples could been seen
in varying states of couple in the high
grass of the meadow. Cycle freaks did
dusty wheelies up and down the dirt
roads and around the barn. Occasionally
a stark naked guy would wander forth
from the barn, and staggering beneath
the load pf pills that were frizzling his
brain, piss an irregular stream into the
dirt of the corral. In general, and even
from a distance, the scene was
recognizable as a drug-crazed orgy,
which in the finest sense of the phrase it
certainly was
NTO THIS SCENE of gay abandon,
about the time the sun was beginning to
disappear behind the mountains, came a
woman of some 50 years. She was attired
as you would expect a woman her age to
be, wearing a print dress hemmed at mid-
calf, and her hair was so silvery-gray it
looked to have been dyed. At first
glance, in fact, only one thing would
distinguish her from your mother or aunt;
her companions. One, a man at least 15
years her junior, seemed to be a kind of
valet. He was dressed like a madison
avenue advertising executive, complete
with silk tie and wing-tipped shoes, and
was carrying a two-and-a-half gallon
thermos jug and a paper bag full of
unbreakable plastic cups.
The other was an 18 or 19-year-old
chinese boy, dressed in flowing tie-dyed
velvet and snakeskin boots, who stood at
least six feet two inches tall.I must
confess that, asI was a bit stoned at the
time, this lady and her strange assem-
blage looked like some kind of ap-
parition. She walked right into the barn,
as if following a plan, and summoning
torth the man with the thermos jug and
bag, began filling cups full of a ghastly
purplich-pink juice and passing them
around.
All this time she was beckoning those
of us still in the barn to come and taste
her wonderful punch. "Come," she would
say,"have some of my punch. It will
make listening to the music so much
nicer, won't it John?" John would nod, his
mustache curling down almost in a sneer,
and answer, "Yes, jean, of course it will
my dear." The Chinese kid passed the
(tips around, taking an occasional sip
himself.
I refused the cup when it was first
passed to me, saying no thank you, I
don't really care for any punch right now,
I've still got some beer. This didn't seem
to upset the kid, but a little later when it
became obvious that everyone else in the
barn, at this point somewhere around 50
people, had taken the punch, this woman
zeroed in on me.
It wasn't very subtle, the way she did
it. Standing at least 30 feet away across
the barn, she stared at me for a good two
minutes. I found it extremely difficult not
to stare back. Then, when she saw she
had caught my gaze, she motioned with
her hand for me to come over. I turned
my head. She waited. When I again
looked over there, she motioned the
same way, smiling this time. I looked at
her eyes, and they seemed at least 30 feet
further away than her body.
I hey were large, with dark circles
surrounding them, and when she smiled,
the circles, got deeper, making her eye's
look to be sunk in two holes that got
deeper and deeper as you stared at them.
Suffice to say that her eyes were ex-
tremely weird, and to imake a long story
short, I was fascinated by be*, by her
,eyes, and I walked over and took the
punch she had been holding in her hand
for me.
As I approached she held out the cup
and smiled, saying, "Now there, it isn't all
that bad, is it?" All I could do was shake
my head negatively. She seemed to have
known my reaction and how to deal with
it. I felt better. Returning to my seat atop
some haybales, I sipped the punch, and
entering, my mouth, it felt alive,
vibrating with a strange power of its
own. The punch was, in fact, alive with
acid. The lady, still smiling, gathered her
little brood, and summoning several of
the people in the barn individually-
including me —went outside.
She had apparently gone through a
process of selection. When she got
outside, she formed the group into a
circle and sat down on the grass at the
edge of the meadow. There she in-
structed the Chinese kid to read
everyone's tell their fortunes,
which he did obediently.
Her manner of dealing with her two
charges, the Chinese kid and the middle-
aged valet, seemed very curious to me
then, and it still does now. It seemed to
be baded on toTal submission and
obedience They did whatever she told
them to do, and didn't ask questions. The
valet sometimes made a sarcastic
comment, as the lady asked him if
something wasn't as she said it was. "Isn't
that right, John," she would say. If his
reply wasn't one or two words in the
affirmative, however, she silenced him
with a glare At that point he would shut
up and literally hang his head. She had
no such trouble with the Chinese kid. He
seemed to be a stoned automaton,
responding to her every beck and call
with a conditioned grin and unin-
telligible mumble.
I HIS LADY MOVED about the group
slowly, scooting from person to person
with probing, (personal questions. "What
are you doing here? Why did you join the
group? Do yoTf like this group? Aren't you
glad you're with us, and not OUT
THERE?" She emphasized the importance,
of the group and the undesirability of
OUT THERE, as if everyone outside
group were in a lesser or lower state.
Before she got around to me I left the
group and staggered across the meadow
to a spot where I could see, but not hear,
what was going on with them. It didn't
take long for her to notice that I had left,
however, and again she beckoned to me
from across the meadow to join them.
"Come join the group," she said.
Erom that far away, her voice sounded
like a whisper. I got up and walked back
toward the barn, skirting the group as I
went. As I got closer to the group, she
became more insistent. "Why don't you
join us?" she asked, almost plaintively.
"Do you really like it better OUT THERE.
Wouldn't you rather be IN THE CROUP?"
My steps slowed as once again she
taught my eye. This time, however, I
wasn't justslightly stoned on a liftle grass
and a lot of beer.
My head felt like it was coming apart.
Reason was escaping me, and I could feel
jolts of electricity shoot across my brain.
I was even beginning to lose some
control of the physical functions.
Walking was a chore, fuming my head
next to impossible. It seemed that all I
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could do was stare straight ahead and
stumble, and when she caught me eye
again, the pull was almost unbearable I
sat down at the edge of the group, not as
an act of will, but in complete psychic
exhaustion
I his woman, who by this time had
complete control of the group, again
began to zero in on me. Almost every-
thing, as before, was in. the form of
questions. "Come, move in closer to the
group." I moved closer. "Now," she said
with another calm, knowing smile,
"aren't you glad you're not OUT THERE?"
I couldn't answer, so I nodded. Af-
firmatively I was glad I wasn't out there,
because out there I had been a spastic
tool I had stumbled. I had fallen down. I
couldn't think. Sitting there in the group,
my mind had something to focus on, and
that something was the woman. She was
beautiful, I thought, in an oft sort ot way.
Her face was lined, and yet it seemed
ageless. Her eyes were all knowing. Her
mouth was all telling. Her hands were as
expressive as the deepest of my inner
thought.
After I nodded yes, the woman began
telling us of the party she was holding for
us that night at her house. We would all
be coming, wouldn't we? We were now,
after all, in the group. Ther were things
we knew, known by no one else. At the
party, we would know more. Her house,
she said, was large, and we all could stay
there, as long as we want. "Isn't that
right, John," she said. "Yes," he replied,
"as long as you want." The party, she
said, would be much better than the one
that afternoon. More ORGANIZED. More
to do More to learn. More to feel. More
to experience. "You can leave your cars
here," she explained. "John has a station
wagon to take us there."
A
/ \ T THAT POINT, responding
to some unknown impulse, I got up and
began walking away from the group The
woman called after me, and this time
there was anger in her voice "Why are
you leaving the group?" she demanded.
"After all I've done for you. Come back
here!" The order rang out with the
authority of someone well accustomed
to giving them. 1 turned, only to find her
smiling and beckoning again.
This timeI opened my mouth and said
that I didn't want to be in the group. That
I'was going home Again, she intimated
that I was somehow in her debt. "You
drank my punch," she said, "now stop
this and come back to the group." It was
all so very logical, so perfectly set up. I
owed it to her to at least listen, she
explained Why wouldn't I listen? I
backed away, and still she said "Come
back, come back, come back, join the
group," over and over again. I backed
further away, and her voice dimmed
I broke into a run across the meadow
toward my car, and looking back I could
still see her with her hand held out. By
the time I reached niy car, panting, I was
in a cold sweat. As I slid behind the
wheel, I could see her. leading the group
away. I buried my head in my hands and
shook.
I never found out what happened at
her "party." Most of the people she had
gathered together were apparently
homeless hippies, young runaways,
freaks too stoned or too lonely to care
why or what was happening. I found it
difficult to explain to others what had
happened, and more difficult to pin-
point, for myself, why this woman had
passed out the acid punch, why she had
gathered together her "group", and, in
the end, what she was going to do with
them She WAS and they WERE and
that's all that seemed to matter
for by the time it was over, I knew
beyond the shadow of a doubt that she
was in total and complete control of the
individuals who made up the group,
■beginning with her two assistants, who
looked to have been under her control
for so long that the line between
themselves and her had blurred to the
extent that it was non-existent.
This is the first time I've written about
this experience, which I now look back
on as a living nightmare. I never found
anyone I could talk to about it until one
night in a bar I saw ed sanders. I knew he
was working on a book about charles
manson, and by that time I had the idea
that the woman might have been part of
an occult scene of some sort, so I
described the whole thing to sanders. He
was fascinated, for what I described to
him was the same kind of psychedelic
fascism he had encountered time and
time again in research into the enigma of
charles manson.
P
FASCISM In a way, it
was inevitable. The drugs, beginning in
the flower-power days of yesteryear, and
their accompanying expanded con-
sciousness, got weirder and weirder.
As Ken Kesey predicted on the front of
his bus in the early days, everything went
"further". Beyond that which was there
just before, past that which would come
not long after. Kesey and some of the
smart ones "graduated" from acid some
years back. Others journeyed "further"
along the psychedelic trail. The search
became a quest, and the quest. . an ob-
session. 'There had to be an answer at the endof the long acid rainbow ;n the sky, there
had to be something thero that would
give it all meaning. That would prove,
beyond anyone's doubts cr fears, that it
was all RIGHT. The worrum in aspen had
reached this acid point of n, where for
her, there was only the "group", and "out
theres" Nothing else mattered. The group
KNEW The group was RIGHT,AII else
was WRONG, knew this, with her
smile and her valet and her Chinese
fortune teller and her little stash of
supplies for the future, and her eyes . . .
her magnificent, all seeing, all knowing,
unreachable eyes. I still see them
sometimes, if I let myself slip. And
they're one reason among only a few why
I've stopped taking drugs.
Sander's book, "7he Family: The Story
of Charles Manson's Dune Buggy Attack
Battalion" (published by E. P. Dutton),
tells the story of how one man's psyched-
elic fantasy became a reality; how the
scene, not stopping to ask where or why,
evolved past good into evil. Just as rusty
calley is, in a perverse way, the ultimate
product of the military machine —an
unthinking, unquestioning robot capable
of premeditated murder on his own well-
conditioned initiative—manson is the
ultimate product of our society and its
psychedelic revolution.
The machine that created acid's ex-
panded consciousness allowed man to
vicariously SEE DEATH. Once you have
seen death, if you don't have anything
else to look forward to, you can also
envision the end of the world, which for
you, death certainly is. If you expand
your consciousness OUTSIDE YOUR-
SELF, where you become just one of an
entire host of beings, your death
becomes the death of all. Die, self. Die,
world. The coming of Doom.
Imminent death, of course, justifies
all. Imminent death for the world, doom,
can be all the more self-satisfying. Once
you believe it's all gonna end, anything
becomes possible Enter Chop. Enter
Snuff Enter Gore Enter the staggeringof
the collective american imagination.
Doom, the manson folks say, is nigh,
and no longer is the message being
carried across times square on a gray-
haired old man's futile placard. Manson-
style, doom was carried into the living
room of sharon tate and friends, and
enacted, not announced.
Live people died that night, two were
to die later, and one had been killed
previous to the days of "helter skelter."
All of the manson family murders are
faithfully recorded in sander's book, in
previously unavailable detail. It is some
of the goriest reading you'll ever come
across in your life Sander* calls it
"chop," and the reason is obvious. No
fewer than 102 stab wounds were found
by the coroner in the bodies at the tate
house, and a similar number were found
in the labiancas. Later, according to
sanders, leslie van houten would write
poems about the stabbings How fun it
was. Chop. Chop.
I V I ORE IMPORTANT than
sanders' amazing descriptions of the
actual murders, however, is the body of
the body of the book itself. Sanders spent
a year and a half researching the book,
during which time he enlisted the aid of
up to three private investigators,
sometimes working simultaneously. His
tapes and files on the Manson
phenomenon weigh more than 100
pounds and take up the better part of one
room of his house As he says in his
introduction, he became a data junkie.
I Ie was totally absorbed in the thousands
of bits and pieces of information that,
sorted out and related to one another,
(reated the picture sanders gives us of
manson.
One result of sander's private ob-
session with data is that the book
sometimes bogs down in facts and
becomes boring. On the whole, however,
the book is a fantastic document that
provides, for the first time, many of the
c lues, and several of the keys, that taken
together unlock the mystery of this
horrifying, fascinating man.
I he scope of sander's book is
necessarily narrow.
Because he was collecting not only on
manson, but also on 20-odd members of
his family as well sanders did not con-
cern himself with manson's distant past,
nor with the personal histories of the
lamily. Had he done so, the maze of
excess infromation would have rendered
the book completely inaccessible.
As it is, the book deals with manson
and his family from the day he was
released from terminal island prison on
march 21, 1967, until they were charged
with murder in november of 1969.
The book follows manson's day-to-day
moves, Irom the beginnings of his harem-
like collection of females to his in-
volvement with some of the biggest
names in hollywood.
In the course of the book's 412 pages,
sanders draws no conclusions There isn't
enough room The conclusions must be
your own.
Sander's tracing of manson's actions,
right down to the minute particulars,
provides the clues to what created the
"house of manson."
Eor example, sanders says that the
"jean" I encountered last year in aspen
reminds him of jean brayton, the head of
an obscure evil-worshipping occult
society in southern califrornia known as
the solar lodge of the OTO. Brayton has
been wanted on state and federal fugitive
warrants for child cruelty and has
reportedly turned herself in.
She was charged with locking up a six-
year-old boy in a closed wooden box for
sfo days as "punishment". In any case,
brayton's occult society was well known
in southern California for its use of acid,
demerol, scopolamine, jimson weed,
datura root, ether, and belladonna in
psychedelic brainwashing.
According to sanders, brayton used
acid to "program" people while they
were on a trip, a dandy little trick that
manson was to put to great use with the
family.
"The hype was similar to other groups,
including manson's." writes sanders.
"learing down the mind through pain,
persuasion, drugs, and repetitive
weirdness— just like a magnet erases
recording tape —and rebuilding the mind
according to the desires of the cult."
1he brayton cult, interestingly enough,
also subscribed to the imminent end of
the world, doom theory, and like
manson, believed armageddon would be
brought on by race wars. The similarity
between the two groups even extends to
the tact that the brayton cult also
planned to escape to the desert when the
end came.
I he brayton cult is probably best
known, however, tor its belief in blood
drinking, animal sacrifice, death worship,
and sado-masochistic sex as a part of the
cult's personal brand of perverse
sacraments, practices that the family
held in great esteem. At the tate house,
susan atkins licked the blood of sharon
tate off her fingers. What went on at the
party after the party in aspen last summer
is still a chilling mystery to me.
P1 ERHAPS FOREMOST among the
"sleazo inputs," as sanders calls them,
that influenced manson was the process
(luirch, also known, rather ominously, as
the church ot the final judgment. The
process, as it is commonly called, is
.mother occult group that subscribes to
the "there is no good, there is no evil"
line of bullshit.
Christ and satan exist equally in each
person, they believe, as in the writings of
the church's head, robert dc grimston:
"Christ said: love thine enemy. Christ's
enemy was satan and satan's enemy was
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Christ Through love, enmity is destroyed.
Through love, saint and sinner destroy
the enmity between them. Through love,
christ and satan have destroyed their
enmity and come together for the end,
christ to judge, satan to execute the
judgment. Salvation or doom."
If that sounds to you like manson's the-
end-of-the-world-is-coming rap, it's
understandable. It is known, according
to sanders, that manson read some of the
process-printed material, which was
being passed out in great quantityon the
sunset strip in 1968, and also that
manson attended at least one process
meeting at the old digger house on waller
street in san francisco.
Sanders says that manson has written
an article tor the just released sixth issue
of the process magazine, called the
"death issue."
Manson probably glommed his end-of-
the-world act from the process, as well
as, possibly, their use of drugs to in-
fluence members.
The process, like the solar lodge cult, is
based on obedience and punishment.
According to sanders, manson also
used the christ satan scam on family
members.
Manson would get one of the girls
stoned, and then instruct her. "I am
christ, I am satan," he would intone. And
then: "Fuck me. You are fucking god.
Fuck me. You are fucking satan." The
effect this might have on a teenage mind,
completely warped on 1000 or so
micrograms of acid, can only be guessed
I wo things emerge from sander's
elaborate description of the birth and
growth of the "house of manson". The
first is the inevitability of the murders
themselves.
In reading the book, by the time you
reach the two chapters devoted entirely
to chop, you know so much about
manson's complete control over the
minds of those in his family that his
orders for them to kill, and their blind
obedience, seem completely logical.
A favorite head game manson would
play with his followers went something
like this:
I he follower would be ripped on acid,
or an equivalent drug like belladonna,
and manson would hand him her a knife
and say, "Kill me." The follower would
inevitably say that he she couldn't, at
which point manson would accuse him
or her of disobedience, and say that
because of this he had to kill the
follower. This would go until the follower
could accept simultaneously the death of
himself and the death of manson. Of
course, no one would die, but can you
imagine the lingering effect on that
wounded brain? When you've accepted
your own death, as well as that of your
god, would a "piggie" death really
matter?
The second thing that emerges from
sander's massive body of research is the
blurring of the distinction between the
killers and the killed. At the time of the
tate la bianca murders, the papers
painted the picture as a dirty-hippies-kill-
good-gyp-h oil ywood-socia I ites-and-
businessman-couple
I he real story told in detail by sanders
makes that look like a typical Da//y News
mock-up job. Sanders reports that several
nights before they were murdered,
sharon tate and crew whipped —and
filmed it —a drug dealer from the sunset
strip who had burned one of them on a
several-thousand dollar cocaine deal.
Family members, sanders believes,
may have been present at the tate
residents for the filming of certain home
movies, the contents of which are
unknown, but which are widely believed
to have celebrated the freer aspects of
the hippie love scene.
It h known that the manson family had
several Bmm cameras of its own and was
fond of making "helter skelter" movies of
various kinds.
According to several people sanders
interviewed, the family regularly showed
movies at the spahn ranch.
These movies, says sanders, dealt with
three subjects: (1) family dancing (often
with knives) and fucking; (2) animal
sacrifices; and incredibly, (3) human
sacrifices. Sanders says it is well known
that some of these movies are available
in the LA. area at understandably
outrageous prices. What would you pay
to see a movie of the manson family, in
which a dog is killed, blood from the dog
is drunk and poured over numerous
family, members fucking? What would
you pay to see a movie in which a red-
haired young hippie girl has her head cut
off by a band of black-capped, black-
hooded ghouls on a lonely stretch of
beach? These and other film scenes were
described to sanders by several different
sources during interviews. Significantly,
none of those interviewed knew each,
other, and in cross-exposing details and
information, everything checked out.
If what sanders says is true, as he puts
it, the age of "video vampirism" is herexAnd according to sanders, several films
with unknown contents were confiscated
by the police when they searched the
Tate house and when they raided the
Spahn and Barker ranches. Who was in
those films, and what they were doing, is
anybody's guesss THE SOCIETY that spawned
those murdered by the Mansonoids was
far from idyllic. In the course of his
investigation, Sanders uncovered the
livelous fact that the sons and daughters
of several prominent movie-types were
frequent visitors at the spahn ranch. He
also discovered an underground agency
which, if you're bored with parlor games,
puts you only a phone call away from a
fresh, preheated corpse for your bel air
party. Why play charades, you jaded
hollywoodite, when you can order up a
little necrophilia for your net cozy super-
hip bash? Be the first on your block...
Actually, it doesn't take much
imagination to conceive of what has
become the typical occult modus
operandi Several of these death-gore
groups, in attempts to legitimize
themselves, are seeking out high-placed
government officials on the guise of
setting up drug programs or neigh-
borhood feeds. They hope their linkage
to the big names will make them virtually
untouchable by the law. This has been
particularly true in Boston.
The saddest aspect of this story is that
it's continuing. The phenomenon so
widely reported at the time of the tate-la
bianca murders as the ragged horrible
edge of the hippie scene was something
more than that, and it wasn't something
we left behind in the 60's
Take a look around you. How many of
the new crop of pseudo-religious cults
that are springing up every day hold the
tried and true manson end-of-the-world-
is-coming-and-we've-got-to-get-ready-for-
it doom rap as the basis.for their belief?
How many of them worship-setan, as
well as christ or god?
How many of them profess abstinence
from drugs in their teachings, but use
monster quantities of the most horrible
psychedelics secretly in their sacraments
as a brainwash?
Just what is the "final judgment" that
the process talks about?
Why for instance are there still 80
unsolved murders of young, unidentified,
white females, listed as jane does one
through 80 in police files in California,
ranging back over the last few years?
Why have there been at least 44 un-
solved murders across the united states
in the past few years that have shown
signs of some sort of ritualistic sacrifice?
Many readers will doubtlessly scoff at
sanders' book as the latest paranoid
gibberish to see print.
And, indeed, much of what I write here
can only be alleged at this point. Evil has
not yet become such a large national
product that statistics- and facts are
readily available to prove every
allegation.
Still, the indicators that something has
run amuck with the spirit of this country
are here. At this time, no fewer than
three quasi-religious occult groups are
operating openly in new york city. They
are similar in their seemingly insatiable
appetite for legitimizing publicity, and
each has been the subject of an in-
nocuous article in at least one national
magazine.
One so-called religious sect is
pyramidal in structure, with its leader,i
who is said to believe himself to be god,
at its top. It is rumored that this "leader"
convinces his followers status by feeding
them 1500 micrograms of LSD and in-
structing them what to believe. This is
done over a 12-hour period in a locked
room.
The followers, it is said, emerge as
ardent believers, and if at any time they
show signs of losing their faith, they are
re-indoctrinated with another 1500 mikes
and a "talk" with the leader.
This time, however, the talk is not so
simple. He plays the most devious, evil
head games with them, preying upon
their weaknesses and fantasies until total
submission is achieved.
Sound like manson? Well that isn't all.
The group is also alleged to indulge in
such mansonoid obedience-punishment
devices as locking a member in a tiny cell
for several days if he proves especially
intransigent in his disobedience of the
ways of the cult
So the word, though until now well
guarded, is getting out. The age of
psychedelic fascism, of "video vam-
pirism" and high society spank-spank
parties, of dial-a-corpse and living room'
necrophilia, of evil worship that goes
beyond the cover of Look magazine, of
blood-sucking death cults that worship
both god and satan and have "thou shalt
kill!" as an absolute—if unadvertised —
commandment, of the knife movie, the
blood-fuck movie, the snuff movie —the
age of psychedelic fascism is here.
I looked into what sanders calls "the
fixed gaze of imminent punishment" that
dominated the eyes of that woman in
aspen, and for an instant that now seems
infinitely too long, I was under her
complete control.
I shudder to think of it. And I shudder,
too, to think of the locust-swarm of
eviloids that are devouring some of the
best young minds of the country at this
very moment.
Read ed sander's book.
Read about charles manson and his
private little hell that all of a sudden isn't]
so private any more, and you'll see what ij
mean. I
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